Read Better!
3 Fun, Easy-to-Use Activities that
Help All Students Get More from a Text
by Bill Atwood
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Introduction
How many times have you given students a text to read, and a few minutes
later you see them frustrated, giving up, and checking out. You second-guess
yourself, “Was the passage too hard? Maybe I should have previewed the
vocabulary or given some background information? Maybe I should have
read the beginning aloud to get them started? Or read the whole thing
together?”
In my 32 years of teaching and coaching, I have battled with this situation
more times than I can count. With state standards requiring more complex,
nonfiction texts and experts advising teachers to do more “cold reads,”
teachers are in a bind. Students don’t seem to be able to crack the text on
their own, yet offering them support may undermine their budding
independent reading skills. Do we choose to be enablers, keeping our
students dependent on us, or tough-lovers who turn them loose to sink or
swim?
Research has shown repeatedly that there are excellent strategies to boost
comprehension. Forming questions, using graphic organizers, outlining,
annotating, and finding main ideas are worthy tasks, but many students see
these as chores or as teacher requirements that suck the joy out of reading.
What can be done?
In this publication, I will describe three simple activities: Preview, Mark It
Up, and Look Back. These activities are quick but incredibly effective in
helping students form better reading habits. Because they are fun and have a
tight feedback loop, these game-like activities spur students to practice
previewing, marking, and looking back to make sense of text and use it to
support their ideas. Equally important, these three activities give teachers an
easy way to monitor progress and then differentiate instruction as needed.
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The Preview Game

Summary of Three Activities

When I am in classrooms and I ask students about previewing a text, they often light up. They say,
“When you preview you should look at the title and pictures and bold words and …” It becomes
obvious that teacher after teacher has described this skill and the students have it down. Later though,
when I pass out a passage for them to read, few preview the text and for those who do, I have no way
to know if they got anything from it. Are students even aware of the benefit of previewing on their
comprehension?
I had an epiphany when I started playing The Preview Game (more fully described on page 7). After
students previewed a passage, I had them turn the page over and asked them to respond in writing to
several questions about the passage. The results were stunning. Students’ previewing skills were all
over the place. Some knew exactly what they were about to read: they had questions in mind that they
hoped the passage would answer, and they could describe the title, subtitles, headers, and graphics. A
few could even give a quick summary of what they were about to read. Other students were
completely clueless because they had never practiced this valuable skill. They had been told about it
but had never learned how to do it.
Now, with this situation made clear to me, I could guide students on how to improve. After several
sessions of The Preview Game, all students were much better at previewing. When they started to read
a text they knew what they were going to read about because they had activated their background
knowledge. The more aware students became of text structure, the more they could see how
previewing was helping their comprehension.
Mark It Up
Like previewing, students have been told to use highlighting and underlining to mark a passage and to
make connections to the text while they read. However, in reality most students paint huge sections of
text and underline random sentences without really pausing to consider the key ideas. They can’t use
their markings to retell the central ideas because they haven’t been shown how to do so. The Mark It
Up activity helps students refine their annotating to note the central ideas, summarize and recall what
they have read, and understand how selectively marking up a text can be helpful when using the text to
write an essay.
In the Mark It Up activity, I pass out a text to all students. Then I put a section of the text under a
document camera, slowly read it aloud, and model the inner conversation I’m having while I’m
reading. As I make sense of the passage, I circle key people or characters, and box dates or important
numbers. In the margins I add notes, figures, symbols, and quick icon-like drawings. I often choose two
or three words to summarize a section of text, which I call hashtagging. During this time, I have
students “do exactly what I am doing” by copying my scribbles and notes onto their own papers. After,
I ask, “What did you see me do?” and begin a discussion of how best to mark a passage to make sense
and keep track of key information. We discuss problems like “over-underlining,” stopping too often,
and spending too much time on drawings.
After I model Mark It Up, students try it on their own with a small section of text, often in the same
article. Then they compare their markings to a neighbor’s. Next, I ask for volunteers to show their
work and explain how and why they marked a particular passage. I emphasize that there isn’t one way
to do it, but that being selective is important. Students learn how summarizing while they read saves
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time and makes it easier to find key information later. It also gives me great information on what
individual students understood to be important.
The key is helping students make improvements over time. If students are underlining huge sections
of text, help them narrow it down to key words that summarize each section. They can use numbers
for chronological items, reasons, or examples. The ultimate goal is for students to be able to retell
a section of text by just using their notations; when they can do that, they will see the value of
marking it up.
The Look-Back Game
Looking back to a text helps attack problems that occur when students are asked to use evidence to
support their ideas. Often, students try to answer text-based questions with ideas only vaguely based
on the passage they just read. Or they plop quotes, sometimes very long quotes, from the text into their
essays. In some cases, the quotes seem to have little relevance to the question or are extremely
skimpy, offering only the slimmest evidence to support a claim. Some students have trouble bolstering
their ideas with more than one quote or using quotes from different places in the text. And even the
best readers can have trouble explaining, elaborating, or interpreting the quotes or evidence they have
cited. The Look-Back Game gives students the practice they need to find and use text evidence to
support an answer.
In The Look-Back Game, I use the same passage that students previewed and marked up. I challenge
students to quickly find textual evidence that answers my questions. The class gets points if they can
do it before a set amount of time passes. I usually begin by saying, “Look back and find the author.”
Then I progress to questions that target central ideas, key details, or inferential thinking. Because the
activity is set up like a game, students work to quickly locate and point to the textual evidence, raise
their hand, and prove they have it by forming a sentence that cites the evidence. For example, after
reading a simple passage like “The Nautilus” (see page 10), the sequence could sound like this:
Teacher: Look back and find the part where it describes the benefits of a nuclear submarine.
Student: In paragraph one, the article describes the nuclear submarine as “twice as fast” with the
ability to “stay underwater for weeks.”
Teacher: How is that a benefit?
Student: Staying underwater for weeks would allow for a journey under the North Pole.
This game works well because students learn several things. First, if they previewed the text, read it
carefully, and marked it up, they can navigate the passage easily and find evidence quickly. Second, if
students try to quote a huge section, the teacher can help limit the quote to a phrase. Third, if the lookback tasks are a mix of “right there” questions and more inferential ones, students learn how to
verbally support their evidence by connecting it with the question.
With repeated practice, students greatly improve their ability not just to look back and find text but
also to form sentences using textual evidence to support their ideas.
What follows are more specific details about how to conduct these three activities.
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The Preview Game
Prepare: Find any reading selection that has text features or content that students need to know.
Make copies for each student and, if possible, make a copy for the overhead, document camera, or
SMART Board.
Objective: Students will be able to preview a passage to identify genre, title, main ideas, key graphics,
headings, and so on.
Explain: Tell students, “Today we are going to work on a critical reading skill called previewing.
Previewing is important for reading because the more you know about something, the easier it is to
learn more. Before you read or watch something, you need to activate your prior knowledge, wake up
your brain, and get a good look at the material. Athletes look carefully over the course or field before
they play, musicians look over their music, and doctors look over their patients. As Zach Ephron sang
in High School Musical, ‘You’ve got to get your head in the game!’
“We are going to play The Preview Game to strengthen your previewing skills. I will give you ____
minutes [1 to 3 minutes, depending on the length of the passage; less time for math] to look at a short
passage or problem. When I say ‘go,’ I want you to flip over the selection and preview it. You won’t
have a long time to preview, so what kind of things will you look at? Turn to your neighbor and tell
them a few things you might look at.” (Note: This could be a Type One Writing assignment.)
Call on groups and then process their ideas. Remind them that they won’t have time to read the whole
selection so they should look at some of the following:







The title, subtitle, and the “blurb” (anything written before the title)
Pictures, captions, tables, maps, graphs, timelines, footnotes, bylines, and geographical
information
Section headings
Bolded vocabulary words
The first sentence of each paragraph and maybe the last sentence of each paragraph
Questions at the end of the selection

Some teachers use the acronym THIEVES: Title, Headings, Introduction, Every first sentence, Visuals
and Vocabulary, End of chapter questions, and Summary.
Additionally, tell students to note the genre and pay attention to features related to the genre. For
example:







Nonfiction: main ideas or main details
Biography: achievements, struggles, mentors, setting
Fiction: characters, setting, plot
Poetry: mood
Tall tales, fables, myths: impressive feats, morals, phenomena explained
Plays: characters, setting, staging or stage directions, costumes

For math or science, pay attention to:
 What kind of problem? (directions)
 Who and what is it about? (first sentence)
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Pictures, graphs, shapes, charts
Titles, keys, captions, scale
Bolded words, science terms, math operations
How many parts? (A, B, C or 1, 2, 3)

After reminding students what to look for, remind them of the time (“You have
this is a silent activity. Tell them: “Go.”

min.”) and that

Follow up: Tell students to cover the passage and then number their paper one through five. Next, ask
some of the following questions in quiz format. Tell students not to worry if they don’t know the
answers; they can put a question mark if they don’t know. The goal is to get better at previewing! The
only way to improve is to practice.
Ask questions like:
 Is this fiction or nonfiction? Or: What genre is it? What kind of fiction? What was the source?
 In 5–10 words, what is this passage about?
 Describe any pictures, charts, or graphs. Or: What was the picture showing? You can draw it.
 What was the title? Do you remember any part of the title? What do you think the title should
be?
 Do you remember any headings or bolded words? Or: How many sections or headings were
there?
 What would be a question you would expect to be asked about the selection?
 (Optional) Did you notice anything else? How long was the passage? How many lines, stanzas,
paragraphs, or pages were there? What was some key vocabulary? How many questions were
in the summary?
For math (or science), you can ask three or four of the following questions:
 What was the situation? Or: Who or what was it about?
 What did the visual show?
 What are four or more math words that are related to this kind of math? Or: What words would
you expect to be included in this problem?
 What are two questions you think might be asked?
 How many questions or parts were there? What kind of questions were they, such as multiple
choice or open response?
 What kind of math is required here? (For example, geometry, number sense, measuring,
statistics, graphing, or patterns)
 Did you notice anything else?
After the assessment: Have students compare with a neighbor, look back at the article, and go over
the answers. Have them report their scores (e.g., “How many got all five right? How many got four
right? 3? Fewer than 3?”). You can also collect and compare scores to future Preview Game sessions.
Ask students, “If you were going to preview again, what would you do differently?” which can also be a
Type One assignment. On another day, repeat and look for improvement.
You can also practice skimming a text by offering a longer previewing period and expecting more
detailed answers. You may even allow students to make a few notes or to mark up text as they skim.
Two passages are included for practice.
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Source: MCAS Grade 3 2013 Reading Comprehension Test (Massachusetts Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 2013)
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Source: MCAS Grade 5 Math 2013 Test Question (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education, 2013)
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Mark It Up!
Prepare: Find any reading selection that has text features or content that students need to know.
Make copies for each student and, if possible, make a copy for the overhead, document camera, or
SMART Board.
Objective: Students will be able to mark up a passage that shows they understand what they read.
Explain: Tell students that with complicated texts, many readers read with a “pen in hand.” They do
this to actively study the text, make connections, summarize, and mark up important or confusing
parts to return to later. Explain that readers have different methods of marking or annotating the text.
Often it is a combination of underlining, drawing lines down the side of a text, writing words or
symbols in the margin, or highlighting. Students must not underline or highlight a passage too much,
because then it’s hard to see what is truly important.
Tell students, “I will read this passage and mark it up in a way that’s helpful to me. I want you to do
what I do. (Later, we will discuss other options for marking a passage.) Next, you will read some of the
text and mark it up in your own way. We’ll put some student samples up on the overhead and discuss
how effectively each person has marked up their passage.”
Some key things to think about when you model:






Use underlining and circling sparingly. Try to hit only keywords. I sometimes use circling for
characters and people and for setting (when, where). Model how you can retell a section of text
just by the words you have underlined and circled.
Use “Two Words,” or “Hash Tag,” by writing just two or three words to summarize a section or
paragraph. This helps students think about the main idea. Students may disagree about what
two words to pick, but it will be a good conversation if they can support their ideas.
Use icons (not fully developed pictures). A picture is worth 1,000 words, so it really helps if
students can quickly draw something to represent the key idea from a section of text.
Use common symbols for shocking parts (!),confusing parts (?), or for important things (e.g., a
star).
In math I use underlining for key information and parentheses for things you (need to solve) or
(need to do).

Follow up: After modeling, have students read some of the passage on their own and compare their
notes to a neighbor’s. Then put student samples up on the projector or overhead and discuss them.
Have students explain what they did and why they did it. If they’ve done a good job, they should be
able to retell the article part by part. Also, play The Look-Back Game to see if the annotations helped
them.
For more information, contact thebillatwood@gmail.com.
Also see “Syntax Surgery” in When Kids Can’t Read: What Teachers Can Do by Kylene Beers (2002).
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Source: MCAS Grade 3 2013 Reading Comprehension Test (Massachusetts Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 2013)
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Source: MCAS Grade 8 2007 Reading Comprehension Test (Massachusetts Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 2007)
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Source: MCAS Grade 5 Math 2013 Test (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education, 2013)
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The Look-Back Game
Prepare: Find any reading selection that has text features or content that students need to know.
Make copies for each student and, if possible, make a copy for the overhead, document camera, or
SMART Board. Read and mark up the passage with the students.
Objective: Students will be able to use their annotations to look back into a text and quickly find the
key details to support or answer a question. They will be able to cite the section where the text is
found and elaborate on how the text supports the answer.
Explain: Tell students, “Today we are going to work on a critical reading skill: looking back by
skimming. We will play a game called The Look-Back Game. In a minute, I will ask to you look back in
the selection we read together and find a specific spot. It will probably be an important detail or some
key idea. You should think to yourself, ‘Where is that part? Beginning? Middle? End?’ Then go back and
find it. When you find it, point to it, and raise your hand. If the whole class has hands up in 20 seconds,
you will get a point.” If 75 percent of the class has a hand up, then award half a point. Or you can play
and if not more than 75 percent raises a hand, you get a point. The first one to get five points wins.
Play by asking students to find different spots, such as:
 Where the article tells about ___.
 Where the article explains the meaning of ___.
 The place where the chart shows the population of ___.
 Where the selection shows ___.
 Where in the poem it compares ___?
 The place where it describes ___.
You can ask inferential questions also and have them find passages that support the inference.
After playing for a while, ask how certain students found things so quickly. Remind them that good
readers skim and use keywords and headings. They run their finger along the text, look for numbers,
and use the pictures, underlines, circles, and margin notes from Mark It Up!
Tell students that when they read the text for the first time, they should mark it up in the margins
using question marks, exclamation points, or little drawings to react to what they read. You might
show them a passage that you marked up and talk about how you could find parts easily because of
how you marked it up. For example, “I found the shocking part about the icebergs quickly because I
had written ‘WOW’ in the margin.”
Consider having a prize if the class gets to five points after playing just seven rounds. See if they can
break their record the next time.
Follow up: Whenever students argue, study, or answer questions, tell them to look back and find the
place. When they answer orally, make them say something like, “In paragraph 4, the author writes …”
or “In the time distance graph, it shows that.…” Make them always refer to the part where they found
the key information. Then ask follow up questions that force them to explain the quote more fully and
use more evidence. For example, for “The Nautilus” piece above:
Middle School:
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Teacher: Look back and find text that supports the claim, “The captain’s skills and judgements were
important to the success of the mission.”
Student: In line 4 the author writes, “Captain Anderson had to steer carefully” around the icebergs.
This ability to accurately guide the submarine in what must have been deep and dark waters shows
that the captain has good navigational skills.
Teacher: What else?
Student: Also, in paragraph two, when the ice sheet is too thick, only a few feet off the seafloor, he had
to “turn the Nautilus back.” Turning back shows he is cautious and not reckless, qualities that are
important on a dangerous mission.
Elementary Version:
Teacher: Find a part that shows Captain Anderson was a skillful captain.
Student: In paragraph 4, the article describes how “he steered carefully around the huge bottom parts
of icebergs.”
Teacher: Explain that a little more in your own words. Why does that show he is skillful?
Student: He’s skillful because it must be difficult to steer with the seafloor on the bottom and the
hanging icebergs on top. If he hits an iceberg, the submarine might be damaged. He would have to be
good at steering.
For The Nautilus piece, I might say, “Look back and find...”:










The part that shows the title
The introduction
The part that shows the route
The part that compares how nuclear submarines are different from the older version of
submarines
The part that explains exactly why the captain turned back
The part that describes how he “steered around the icebergs”
A part that shows why this mission was famous
Evidence that Captain Anderson was skillful or was important to the success of the mission
A part that describes the crew’s reaction upon reaching the destination

For the math problem, I might say, “Look back and find …”







Who is in the problem
The title of the chart
The total weight of four boxes
The question that asks about the weight for eight boxes
The bolded word exactly
The question that asks for a rule with a variable n
For more information, contact thebillatwood@gmail.com.
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